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Abstract
This paper is focused on results in Q-learning value function
approximation using basis function neural network. For large
state space is function approximation necessary, but common
feed forward neural network can’t be learned. We present neural
network of basis functions, which can be learned using back-
propagation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Machine learning]: Artificial inteligence; H.4 [Machine
learning]: Reinforcement learning; H.4 [Machine learning]:
Neural networks
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1. Introduction
In learning systems based on supervised learning - set of inputs
and required outputs can be error estimated and minimalized us-
ing relevant methods. There are many problems, where this can’t
be done - required value is unknown for most of cases. One of
possible solutions is reinforcement learning [1], [2]. In rein-
forcement learning system is output from control unit (agent)
sequence of actions. For each action is obtained reward from
environment defined with Markovov decision process [3], [4],
which is equal to zero in most cases. In few cases are rewards
non zero, and can be used in learning process.

In general, we can define agent position in system as state vector
s(n) ∈ S, in step n, and action vector as a(n). Goal is to find
sequence π of actions to maximize final reward defined as
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Λ(π) =
L(π)

∑
n=0

γ
nPπ(n)(s(n),s(n−1)) (1)

where γ ∈ 〈0,1〉 is discount factor Pπ(n)(s(n),s(n−1) is reward
function when transfer from state s(n− 1) into s(n) obatained
using strategy π(n) L(π) is sequence π length.

For huge state spaces it is hard to compute P(s,s′). One of posi-
ble way how to find maximum Λ(π) is Q-learning algorithm.

2. Q-learning Algorithm
Q-learning algorithm autor is Christopher J.C.H. Watkins, pub-
lished in 1992 [5] and few other can be found in [6] or [7]. Con-
vergence into optimal strategy (acccording to equation 1) was
proven in in [8], [9], [10] and [11].

Let S is set of states a A is set of actions where S ∈ Rns , A ∈
Rna , ns and na are dimensions of state space and dimensions of
actions space.

For environment is given reward funcion as R(s(n),a(n)), which
is reward for agent action a(n) done in state s(n). Usually equal
to zero. For convergence is just one non zero value required.

Value function is defined as

Qn(s(n),a(n)) =R(s(n),a(n))+

γ max
a(n−1)∈A

Qn−1(s(n−1),a(n−1)) (2)

• R(s(n),a(n)) is reward funcion

• Qn−1(s(n−1),a(n−1)) is value function in state s(n−1)
for action a(n−1)

• γ is discount factor, γ ∈ (0,1).

Function 2 computes action values in all states : agent is located
in state s(n) using a(n) with imediate reward R(s(n),a(n)), from
state s(n−1) and fraction of best possible Q value in state s(n−
1). This ilustrates fig. 1.

The term maxa(n−1)∈A Qn−1(s(n−1),a(n−1) is responsible for
convergence into optional strategy independly on action selec-
tion Another point of view is SARSA algorithm [12]
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Figure 1: Q value function for γ = 0.9.

Qn(s(n),a(n)) =(1−α)Qn−1(s(n),a(n))+

α(R(s(n),a(n))+

γQn−1(s(n−1),a(n−1))) (3)

where α ∈ (0,1), and Qn(s(n),a(n)) set on mean value and de-
pends on action’s selection strategy.

3. Solution Design
For small state spaces can be Qn(s(n),a(n)) stored as table. In
huge spaces, or continuous spaces it is impossible, from two
main reasons

1. huge memory requirements

2. all state transactions have to be visited

Function can be approximated, using neural networks. Common
feed forward percepton network can’t be learned [17]. From
neural network is required to compute correct Qn−1(s(n),a(n))
values, and learn value in Qn(s(n),a(n)). Learning neural net-
work in Qn(s(n),a(n)) changes values in all other points s and a.
One of solution is to define basis function neural network [13],
[14], [15], [16]. For finite and discrete count of actions can be
for each action defined own Q function.

Few examples of tested basis functions

f 1
j (s(n),a(n)) = e

−
ns
∑

i=1
βa ji(n)(si(n)−αa ji(n))2

(4)

f 2
j (s(n),a(n)) =

1

1+
ns

∑
i=1

βa ji(n)(si(n)−αa ji(n))2
(5)

f 3
j (s(n),a(n)) = e

−
ns
∑

i=1
βa ji(n)|si(n)−αa ji(n)|

(6)

where
αa ji(n) ∈ 〈−1,1〉 is maxima position
βa ji(n) ∈ (0,∞) function shape.

First two are plotted on fig. 2.

For symetrical states transactions we can write more simple form

f 1
j (s(n),a(n)) = e

−βa j
ns
∑

i=1
(si(n)−αa ji)

2

(7)

f 2
j (s(n),a(n)) =

1

1+βa j
ns

∑
i=1

(si(n)−αa ji)2
(8)

f 3
j ((n)s,a(n)) = e

−βa j
ns
∑

i=1
|si(n)−αa ji(n)|

(9)

Figure 2: Basis function for one dimension.

Figure 3: Q value function example.

Approximate Q-value function can be written as linear combi-
nation of l basis functions

Qx(s(n),a(n)) =
l

∑
j=1

w(n)x
j f x

j (s(n),a(n)) (10)

where w(n)x
j are weights.

These functions have independent parameters, and approximate
independent area of state space. Parameters can be learned sep-
arately.

3.1 Hybrid Basis Functions
In Q function can be spotted two basic shapes 3 - peaks, and
hills. For peaks are reponsible negative R(s(n),a(n)) values and
for hills positive R(s(n),a(n)) values.

We can combine two basic ideas an define new basis function,
combining Gaussian curve with some sharp function

Pi(s(n),a(n)) =
{

rai i f s(n) = α1
i

0 inak
(11)

H j(s(n),a(n)) = wa je
−βa j

ns
∑

i=1
(si(n)−α2

a ji)
2

(12)

Q(s(n),a(n)) =
I

∑
i=1

Pi(s(n),a(n))+
J

∑
j=1

H j(s(n),a(n)) (13)
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where
α1

j are states where H j(s(n)) have non zero values
α2

j are states where f j(s(n),a(n)) have maximum
rai is negative reward value R(s(n),a(n))
wa j is weight
βa j is shape of Gaussian part, and β > 0
I a J are numbers of functions.

Names P a H represent peak and hills.

4. Experiment Results
For approximation hundreds of experiments were done and sta-
tistically computed error values. Goal is to navigate robot in 2
dimensional space into target. There were 8 actions of move-
ment, which changes state as s(n) = s(n− 1)+ a(n)dt. Where
set of actions

A= [

[0,1], [0,−1]
[1,0], [−1,0],
[1,−1], [1,1],
[−1,−1], [−1,1]
]

There was 64x64 discrete positions - optional solution can be
computed, and used for approximation quality comparsion. In
environment only is one positive reward and few zero rewards,
example of one of four testing environments on fig 4.

For approximation these functions has been tested

1. sparse table

2. Gauss curve f 1
j (s(n),a(n)), equation 9

3. Gauss curve f 1
j (s(n),a(n)) combined with sparse table

4. Kohonen neural network modification siete f 2
j (s(n),a(n))

5. Kohonen neural network modification siete f 2
j (s(n),a(n))

combined with sparse table

6. Gauss curve combined with adaptive table (peak and hill),
equation 13

Figure 4: Reward function R(s(n), a(n)), map 2.

Figure 5: Agents path, optional solution.

Agents trajectory for optional solution can be seen on fig 5.

Summary error results compraing with optional solution for 20
trials runs, in all four envinments are on figures 6, 7, 8, 9.

And trajectories for three best results 10, 11, 12.

Figure 6: Summary results for map (environment) 0.

Figure 7: Summary results for map (environment) 1.
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Figure 8: Summary results for map (environment) 2.

Figure 9: Summary results for map (environment) 3.

5. Conclusions
From tested function, minimal error occures Gauss curve, Gauss
curve combined with sparse table, and Gauss curve combined
with adaptive table (peak and hill function). As we can seen,
only acceptalbe agents trajectory results are for Gauss curve
combined with adaptive table. All experiments results can be
visited on [19] (more than 10000 results files), with full access
to source codes for further research.
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